Introduction
The absolute stability problem (and its various forms known as the passivity theorems) and the LagrangeDirichlet theorem are both fundamental tools for the study of the stability of nonlinear dynamical systems [ 
l] [2] [3] [4] [24].
The first one concerns the study of the stability of a linear Positive Real transfer function G(s) (or more generally of any dissipative system) with a nonlinear static feedback characteristic, see figure 1. The second one gives a criterion for the stability of Lagrangian mechanical systems. In this note we first extend theorem 5.6.18 in [l] ( I ) to the case when the static nonlinearities are multivalued monotone mappings (thus in particular allowing the nonlinearity to belong to the sector [0, +00] and not restricted to the sector [0, +m)). Then we extend the Lagrange-Dirichlet theorem to the case of mechanical Lagrangian systems subject to unilateral [SI (or inequality) frictionless constraints. We make use of the convex analysis framework as developed by Rockafellar and Moreau [7] [8]. Before stating the two main results, we briefly recall the conditions which guarantee that a given state xo is a fixed point of the dynamical system considered. They take the form of generalized equations (*). Throughout this note we assume that the systems are well-posed, see [ll] [12] [14] [lS] for existence and uniqueness of solutions studies. The interest for extending the above stability tools towards the acse when the feedback nonlinearity is a multivalued monotone mapping, lies in the fact that such operators are widely used in physical modelling (e.g. in mechanics I221 [23] ). Though monc-'C(s) in figure 1 is a Strictly Positive Real transfer matrix and the operator P L : uL H y L satisfies P L ( 0 ) = 0, uEPL(uL) 2 0 V t t 0 and VUL E R"', i.e. PL belongs to the sector [O,+m).
2i.e. certain types of relations that are similar to equations except that one side of the relation is multivalued [9]. tonicity clearly implies dissipativity of the said operator, rendering such extensions more or less intuitively clear, the analysis has not, to the best of our knowledge, yet been done. The note is organized as follows: in section 2 we recall some basic concepts of convex analysis. Section 3 is devoted to the absolute stability problem, and section 4 containsthe material concerning the Lagrange-Dirichlet theorem applied to Lagrangian systems subject to unilateral constraints on the position. Conclusions end the note in section 5.
Basic facts in convex and nonsmooth analysis
All the material in this section is taken from [7] [SI and only aims at introducing the tools which are needed in this note. is defined as A multivalued mapping p : R" + R" is monqto:e if (x -z')=(y -y') 2 0 for any couples (z, y) and (x , y ) in tor ideal charateristic (e), unilateral and adhesive effects (f) [23] . One has for instance ~( x )
Xf(x)+(l-X)f(y) for all 0 < X < 1, and for all z and y in function f(.) at y is denoted as af(y) and is the set of subgradients, i.e. 
ping is said to be multivalued if it is not injective (the mappings whose graphs are in figure 3 
where aK is the boundary of K, and N K ( z ) = { z I zT(C-
The set in (2) is the subdifferential from convex analysis. However when K is not convex it is possible to extend (2) using a different definition of the subdifferential, see [18] proposition 2.4.12. This will be useful when we deal with Lyapunov stability of mechanical systems with nonconvex admissible configuration subspaces in section 4.
Remark 1
The symbol a is used in three different meanpartial derivative. Since these notations are classical we stability of a system as in figure choose not to change them.
The inwards tangent definition of the tangent cone at 3: is [lo] o) for for the graph in The state space equations of the system in figure 1 are given by i. AZ (uL) where U ,~L , U L E Em, z E E". The fixed points of (4) can be characterized with the generalized equation The proof of part i) is as follows. First of all notice that z = 0 is indeed a fixed point of the dynamics with no cou- [7] p.225, f(.) is convex [7] p.38, and we used assump- slight adaptation of the proof of Lyapunov stability for smooth systems, using the fact that the set of time instants at which the equality is not satisfied is negligible in the Lebesgue measure, allows one to end the proof.
R e m a r k 2 Other extensions for the passivity theorem with feedback branches that may contain various operators and nonlinearities, can be found in [24] . Some of the operators P L : ZLL rt yr. considered in [24] encompass the ones considered in this paper (like the saturation in figure 3 (b) ). However multivalued mappings are not included in the framework of [24] , and neither are graphs including unilateral constraints as in figure 3 (c) (e) (f).
The Lagrange-Dirichlet theorem
Let us consider the following class of unilaterally constrained mechanical systems
In (6) M ( q ) = M T ( q ) > 0 is the inertia matrix, F(q, q ) = C(q, q ) q + T(q) where C(q, q)q denotes centripetal and Coriolis generalized forces, whereas U ( q ) is a smooth potential energy from which conservative forces derive. The signal U is a control input acting in the dynamics through E ( q , q). The third line in (6) is a collision mapping that relates pre-and post-imapct generalized velocities. The notation proxM(s) means the proximation in the kinetic metric: the post-impact velocity is the closest vector to the pre-impact one, inside V ( q ( t ) ) (it can therefore be computed through a quadratic programme) [lo] [5]. The second line in (6) is a set of complementarity conditions between h(q) and A, stating that both these terms have to remain non-negative and orthogonal one to each other. Restitution coefficients can be introduced [15] . Let us recall that we suppose in this paper that the systems we deal with are well-posed. Here we may assume that q(.) is absolutely continuous (AC), whereas Q(.)
is right-continuous of local bounded variation (RCLBV) [E] [14] . In particular the right-limits of these functions exist everywhere, and we denote the right-limit of the velocity as q ( t + ) . Let 0 = { q I h(q) 2 0) denote the admissible domain, where h(.) € R ' " is differentiable and the gradient Vh(q) is not zero at the contacting points on 80. Then (6) can be written as the Measure Differential Inclusion (MDI) [lo] -M ( q ) i j -F ( q , Q ) + E ( q , Q ) u E Wv(,(q)(Q(t+)) c W d 9 ) ( 
7)
This term has been coined by Moreau. The inclusion in the right-hand-side of (7) is proved in appendix A. Roughly a MDI is a differential inclusion that contains measures. In (7) the acceleration q is a measure at times of discontinuity of the velocity q, i.e. times t at which
Q(t-) # Q(t+). The formulation in (7) accomodates for such time events (3). When Q(t) is discontinuous, (7)
implies that Moreau's collision rule in (6) is 'satisfied.
In (6) zT = (qT,qT) E R". $vcnct))(Q(t+)) can be interpreted as a velocity potential and its subdifferential &,hv[,(t))(q(t+)) is depicted in figure 4 in special cases. In the case of unconstrained Lagrangian mechanical systems, the Lagrange-Dirichlet theorem [4] (6) is stable if for all E > 0, for all q > 0, for all TO 2 0 such that (~o -t k l > q, there exists a 6 > 0 such that for all so E R"
Consequently, one ignores what happens in neighborhoods of the discontinuity times. As pointed out in [5] chapter 1, definition 1 does not work when finite accumulations of impact times occur. Then other tools have to be used to prove stability, based on a change of time 3Rigorously the term i in the lest-hand-side of (7) has to be interpreted as the differential meaSure dw of a function w(.) that is equal to c j almost everywhere [ZO]. For the sake of simplicity of the presentation we keep the usual notation in (7) for the acceleration. First notice that since F(q,O) = g, fixed points of (7) satisfy 0 E i3&(q0) + g(q0) which in particular implies qo E 0. From the definition of the indicator function it follows that the conditions for stability imply that qo E a.
Let us note that needs not be convex in general (for instance the equilibrium may exist in Int(@), or it may belong to a@ but be forced by the continuous dynamics, see figure 6 for planar examples with both convex and non-convex 0; it is obvious that in the depicted nonconvex case all points on the circle % are fixed points of the dynamics). However assumption 2 assures that the formalism in (6) 
V(t:) -V(t;), is equal to the kinetic energy loss T L ( t k )
(see [15] , 
(t+). One gets V ( t + ) € -~( t + )~W~v (~( t ) ) ( Q ( t + ) ) + q ( t + ) T a~* ( q ( t ) ) (4). Clearly if
Since q ( t + ) T a~v ( q ( o ) ( q ( t + ) ) = 0 and since q(t+) E V ( q ) [IO] which is polar to N*(q(t)) = a&.(q(t)) one gets V(t+) = tTq(t+) 5 0. Therefore V is non-increasing and lemma 2 is proved. 44 Let us note that when q E a8 the dynamics in (7) with m = 1 has the interpretation as in figure 5 , where V*(q) (the cone polar to V ( q ) (7] ), the corner law in figure 5 represents the cone complementarity problem m = 1 and q E %,one has V ( q ) = Rf and N+(q) = Rin a suitable frame attached to q. In general this is an example of an m-dimensional monotone multivalued mapping q(t+) H [. Thus lemma 2 extends the absolute stability problem studied in the foregoing section towards another type of monotone multivalued mappings (which in particular imply some state re-initialization). A quite related work that applies to passive linear complementarity systems can be found in [21] . 
Conclusions
This note considers the extension of the absolute stability problem and of the Lagrange-Dirichlet theorem, to the case when nonlinearities are multivalued man* tone mappings. Some of the considered systems may also be recast in the framework of complementarity systems, which in turn may be seen as a special class of hybrid dynamical systems [13] [17] . Another, fruitful point of view, is that of differential inclusions, with or without measures. This class of systems encompasses mechanical systems with unilateral constraints and impacts. Further extensions of the results either in the direction of the work in [2l] which concerns passive electrical circuits with ideal diodes, or towards more complex mechanical systems with both Coulomb friction and unilateral constraints, seem interesting. The Lagrange-Dirichlet theorem serves as a basis for the stabilization of unconstrained mechanical systems, both in the regulation and the tracking cases [3] . In the regulation case, one may shape the potential energy so that the new equilibrium of the closed-loop system is the 4 0 n e has dTa$o(.) = {qTz I I E &h(.)].
Since V ( q ) as it is defined in (3) (replace K by @) is a cone and since q ( t + ) E V ( q ) , one can choose q = [ + q ( t + )
with [ E V ( q ) as a particular value for 7. Thus if t E
~3 + v (~, ( q ( t + ) )
one gets zTq 5 tTq(t+) and introducing q = [ + q ( t + ) , one gets tTt 5 0 so that t E Ne(q). Therefore Moreau's inclusion in (7) is proved.
